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Application Description Core Functionality
 Find Bars / Pubs near by current location

 See reviews and ratings of the Bars

 Check different parameters like Men : Women Ratio,

Average Age etc.

 Check the number of checkins at each Bar in last 1-2 hours.

•

•

•

•
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The application is designed to allow users to get a general sense of the
environment at a bar or restaurant, based on information acquired from
check-ins across various services like Facebook, Foursquare, and Gowalla.
With this application, we get to know whether the venue is crowded, the
age of the attendees, mostly men or women, and the general
environment (rowdy, relaxing, quiet, etc...)
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Technical Discovery

Mockups

Process
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Technical Discovery
Start

Gets Spots(bars) from Gowalla, Foursquare.

Remove redundant spots.

Get Check-ins (Last 2 hrs) from Spots.
()

Get Users from check-ins (with userids).

Remove Redundant users.

Get users information (Age, Sex etc) with User ids.

Run Analytics (Male: Female,  Avg Age,  number of checkins last one hr)

End

Display Results.

Data Flow
It describes the flow of the data
between the application and API servers.

Also, how the data is handled to present the
required information
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Technical Discovery
Technical Exploration 
- GoWalla Step1 : Get Spots:

Gowalla: 

Api Request:  http://api.gowalla.com/spots?category_id=4&lat=30.2697&lng=-97.7494&radius=50

Api Response:

"groups": [],
 "total_pages": 1,
 "spots": [
   {
     "checkins_count": 812,
     "address": {
       "region": "TX",
       "locality": "Austin"
     },
     "name": "Dirty Bill's",
     "_image_url_200": "http://static.gowalla.com/categories/28-b0d41920d32839ce1ecd6641e5fc2c87-200.png",
     "image_url": "http://static.gowalla.com/categories/28-78c9b4d7d239784df49dc932f64a3519-100.png",
     "radius_meters": 50,
     "trending_level": 0,
     "_image_url_50": "http://static.gowalla.com/categories/28-78c9b4d7d239784df49dc932f64a3519-100.png",
     "checkins_url": "/checkins?spot_id=43711",
     "url": "/spots/43711",
     "users_count": 466,
     "spot_categories": [
       {
         "name": "Dive Bar",
         "url": "/categories/28"
       }
     ],
     "lng": "-97.7495040214",
     "foursquare_id": null,
     "highlights_url": "/spots/43711/highlights",
     "items_count": 11,
     "items_url": "/spots/43711/items",
     "strict_radius": false,
     "description": "AKA the Gnome Bar. Much Warmer than Key Bar.",
     "lat": "30.2696322356",
     "activity_url": "/spots/43711/events",
     "photos_count": 29
   },

Shows the technical exploration for
Gowalla API. 
The response of API for Spot (Bar) is
shown here.

input : 
50 meter radius
current latitude and longitude
category id - 4 for Bars

output : 
Checkins count
name
users count
foursquare ID
Description
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Technical Discovery
Technical Exploration 
- Foursquare

Shows the technical exploration for
FourSquare API. 
The response of API for fetching Spot
(Bar)

input : 
longitude
latitude

output : 

Api Request: 

https://api.foursquare.com/v2/venues/search?ll=40.7,-74

Api Response:

Step 1 : Get Spots
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Technical Discovery
Technical Exploration 
- GoWalla

Shows the technical exploration for
Gowalla API. 
The response of API for fetching Spot
(Bar) information.

input : 
spot id

output : 
last check in
timings of the bar

Api Request: 

http://api.gowalla.com/spots/43711

Api Response:

1. Working hours:
2. Last Checkins
{
     "created_at": "2011-10-12T00:46:10Z",
     "url": "/checkins/44598910",
     "photo_thumbnail_urls": [],
     "type": "checkin",
     "message": "",
     "user": {
       "image_url": "http://static.gowalla.com.s3.amazonaws.com/users/2257592-standard.jpg?1299982627",
       "url": "/users/2257592",
       "last_name": "James",
       "first_name": "Ryan"
     }
   }, 

Step 2 : Get Spot Information:
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Technical Discovery
Technical Exploration 
- Foursquare

Shows the technical exploration for
FourSquare API. 
The response of API for fetching Spot
(Bar) information.

input : 
spot id

output : 
gender
mutual friends
age
name
location

Api Request:

https://api.foursquare.com/v2/ venues/40a55d80f964a52020f31ee3

Api Response:

Step 2 : Get Spot Information:
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Technical Discovery
Technical Exploration 
- Gowalla

Shows the technical exploration for
Gowalla API. 
The response of API for fetching User
Information

input : 
user ID

output : 
gender
mutual friends
age
name
location
facebook ID
comments

Step 3: Get All Users information from users ids fetched from
spot.

Gowalla:

Api Request:   

http://api.gowalla.com/users/151
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Technical Discovery
Technical Exploration 
- FourSquare

Shows the technical exploration for
Foursquare API. 
The response of API for fetching User
Information

input : 
user ID

output : 

Step 3: Get All Users information from users ids fetched from
spot.

FourSquare

Api Request:   

https://api.foursquare.com/v2/users/41725
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Technical Discovery
Risk Probabil

ity %
Impact Mitigation

API Accessibility Cant get complete
information from

single source

Using multiple
sources(Gowalla,
Foursquare and

facebook)

Timings issues Request,
Response time for

complete user
information and

analytics

Fetching data in stages
eg: Get only spot

information first and
upon user action fetch

the remanning data

User
Acceptance

As we cant
provide 100%

accurate
information. This a
risk in check-in’s

itself. Its not
mandatory that

every person who
enters a bar will

check-in.

Assuming every user
checks-in when he

enters a bar. We can get
100% Accurate results

Implementation
issues

Need to refresh
regularly to get

present
information

Providing a refresh
button can solve the
issue or autoRefresh
after certain time can

even do.

Possible
Negatives
impacts on
business

- -

Risks Involved
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Mockups Lists all the Bars near by our current
location / our favorites stored previously

List is ordered by the ratings of the Bars
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flick on each Bar name shows the next
page with “Checkin Scene “

men - women check ins is presented in 
graphical meter to show the mix of people
present in the bar.
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Comparison of one particular
parameter ( here Male-Female Ratio ) among
the Bars is easy with sliding lists.

It helps the user to decide among the Bars
based on common parameters.
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Oomph Scene - 
Based on the average age of the crowd
present in the Bar, this parameter is shown.
Lower the average age, higher the oomph (
lively ness)
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Mood Scene - 
This parameter describes the environment in
the Bar and mood of people.  If the crowd is
mostly students or professionals. The music
currently played etc.
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Commenting - 
Users can comment, ask questions, discuss
about the Bar, environment in the bar.
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a Mutual Mobile company


